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Overview 

Introduction 
 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s., including employees and all responsible persons, promote the 

generally applied principles of ethical conduct. The basis and objective of the entire company’s 

operation are to provide reliable products and services, to deliver high quality products and 

services for good prices in the energy industry. The company’s objective is also to develop 

positive relationships with business partners and customers, to maintain and develop fair 

business contacts, and to prevent crime (including corruption). Based on these principles, all 

employees adopt, recognize and share this Code of Ethics of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

(hereinafter referred to as the “Code of Ethics”) as an expression of respect for generally 

recognized ethical principles and rules and legal regulations. The same commitments are also 

recognized and shared by persons representing ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s., or acting on 

behalf of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

Fundamental Company’s Principles 
 

 customer's interest first – all activities lead to the satisfaction of our customers and effort 

to deliver a reliable product and services of maximum quality, 

 fair relationships and fair dealings - in all respects and situations be honest and fair in 

our dealings, 

 responsibility and discretion – relationships with customers are of utmost importance 

for the company, therefore all relationships with customers at all levels are confidential 

and behaviour is responsible under any circumstances and in all aspects of the 

company’s operation 

 respect – support to colleagues and the company, the company promotes diversity and 

individuality, 

 ethical conduct and consistency – the company follows and adheres to high principles 

of ethical conduct in all dealings and also requires their observance from all employees. 

Expectations 
 

 boldness – to set high but achievable objectives, to set a fast pace, to make decisions in 

difficult situations, and not to be afraid to speak up if there is potential to improve. 

 development – challenges to bring new ideas, to learn from others, to ask for feedback 

and give feedback so that we could constantly grow as individuals, teams and the entire 

company 
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 team work – a commitment to cooperate better on the set objectives, to understand how 

our work contributes to our priorities in the area of innovations, performance and trust, 

and to promote diversity of thought and mutual inspiration. 

 

These principles apply to all employees of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. Employees in 

managerial positions bear higher responsibility, lead their subordinates by setting an example 

of proper conduct and create an environment in which honesty and integrity are presented as 

the fundamental qualities. 

No employee can be ever asked to act inconsistently with this Code of Ethics. There are some 

other standards and regulations (rules, policies, decisions, orders, work instructions, etc.) that 

are connected to this Code of Ethics. 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. is aware that this Code of Ethics needs to be supplemented, 

developed and updated on an ongoing basis.  

This Code of Ethics becomes effective on… 
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Principles and Expectations in Practice 
 

Principles and expectations – it is important to realize that the principles and expectations can 

help employees (people) decide correctly in various situations and then act adequately. 

 

When acting or making decisions, you should bear in mind: 

- company’s fundamental principles and expectations 

- internal standards, regulations and laws 

- tools that help evaluate, solve, monitor and manage risks 

- potential impact on the customers, company and each of us individually 

 

When making decisions, we should put the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Are we acting in accordance with our values and expectations?

• Are the regulations and laws adhered to?

• Are we acting in accordance with our principles?

• Have all related risks been assessed?

• Will the other party clearly understand it?

• Would I feel good in this situation if I were the customer?

Yes:  

A decision that seems to be good, BUT if 

there is still some doubt, consult your 

supervisor. 

Yes No 

No:  

If the answer to any question is NO, you should 
consider what needs to be said or done, consult 
your supervisor or notify the problem via reporting 
channels. 
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Regulations and Laws  
 

Our company feels responsible for adhering to the laws and regulations of the countries in the 

world where our company operates. All regulations and laws that apply to our industry are 

essential and important for our work. 

If the company’s laws, orders, applicable sector codes or other specific business standards are 

more stringent that general standards, our company applies the most stringent rules. The 

adherence to these rules ensures that we compete according to rules and do not enjoy any unfair 

advantage. 

 

Consequences of non-adherence to the Code of Ethics 
 

All persons that work for or act on behalf of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY, a.s. must adhere to 

their corporate standards and principles. Failure to adhere to these standards and principles, or 

failure to observe the applicable laws and regulatory requirements may lead to a disciplinary 

procedure (sanction), including dismissal or employment termination, or transfer to a different 

job or workplace. Managers in senior positions may also be imposed a financial penalty for a 

major breach of the rules of conduct. Workers in managerial positions are also obligated to 

ensure that members of their teams (their subordinates) understand and observe the Code of 

Ethics and applicable written standards. 

 

Do not be afraid to speak up 

 

If all employees behave appropriately and live in accordance with the company’s principals and 

expectations, trust is being built at ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. and the corporate brand is 

protected as well. 

All employees must stand up if there is any fear or if they see something that does not comply 

with the corporate principles and expectations. The first step is to talk to the direct superior, or, 

if it is not possible, to contact the workers of the Human Resource Department. If necessary, 

you can contact the company’s legal representative. 

If a problem cannot be discussed with the supervisor (the supervisor is not willing to do so, or 

the worker is afraid to talk to the supervisor), you can use the phone, internet, or send your 

report by post. 
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ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. solves all issues and problems confidentially, if possible, 

investigates fairly, collaborates with government authorities and performs legal duties. If 

someone reports suspicious activity in good faith, ETD will support the individual. 

Moreover, supervisors are obliged to solve all suspicions that are reported by someone. Those 

who ignore breaches of rules or do not try to reveal or remedy them may be subject to 

disciplinary actions. 

Not to be afraid to say one’s opinion means living in accordance with the company’s principles 

and expectations. This is the right thing to do. 

 

www.etd-bez.cz/ …there will be the link to the Code 

of Ethics and contact details to HR (on the websites)  

– this will be inserted in the final phase 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Zero tolerance for 
retaliation 

At ETD problems can be reported 

without fear of consequences. The 

company prohibits any retaliation 

against the persons who raise or 

report their suspicions. Therefore 

anybody who would harass, 

threaten or retaliate to a person 

that reported or is considering 

reporting suspicious activity in 

good faith will be subject to 

disciplinary action (in accordance 

with the Labour Code) that may 

lead to employment termination.  

 

Talk to your supervisor

Report suspicious activity 
via HR, or the legal 

representative

Report suspicious activity 
confidentially online, by 
phone or email, or send 

the report by post

http://www.etd-bez.cz/
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In individual chapters describe some principles that help the company live and work in 

accordance with the principles and expectations: 

 

  

  

Customers, 
suppliers, 

our industry

•How can the company protect customers, suppliers, its property and be one of 
the best in the industry?

Our company

•What do we do to protect our company and the company’s property?

Colleagues

•How does the company maintain personal consistency, trust and collaboration 
with others?

Our world

•How does the company work with government officials and other social groups, 
protect the environment, etc.?
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Customers, Our Industry, Our Objective 
 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. does the right thing for our customers, and endeavours to 

achieve maximum quality. Without regard to the role of our company, we endeavour to 

understand how our work impacts our customers. We always deliver professional work to 

satisfy our customers. We always stand by what we have done and are responsible for work 

completed. We do not assume commitments that we are not able to perform. 

 

Protection of customers 

Our company will only gain trust of our customers if the company focuses on their needs. It 

means that we always need to look at all situations from their perspective, point of view. It is 

always necessary to prioritize their safety, to provide them with clear and current information, 

and to promote our products and services properly and ethically. Without customer’s consent, 

our company will never disclose any confidential information regarding the customer, unless 

otherwise stipulated by legal regulations. We regularly track customer satisfaction, using 

various means (email, phone, personal contact, etc.). 

Promotional materials and activities 

Company’s promotional activities and materials meet high ethical, professional and normative 

standards. They are legal, correspond to our industry and are based on years of experience and 

development. Our company never uses misleading advertising. 

Observance of professional communication principles 

To be able to protect our customers, our company endeavours to clearly detach our professional 

communication from marketing of our products and services. 

Provision of accurate information about products and services 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. always tries to provide our customers with complete and 

comprehensive information based on calculations and expertise. The company communicates 

openly with them and flexibly responds to their needs and requests. We provide true, unbiased 

and full information in a clear and comprehensible format. The same format is used to respond 

to all questions of our customers.  

Development 

From collection of customers’ personal data to leading the development, the company makes 

every effort to protect the interests of our customers during development work, improvement 

and provision of our products and services. 

Adherence to all applicable standards 

During research and development of new products and improvement of existing products and 

services, our company adheres to ethical and valid standards, and thus not only protects the 

business but also protects the interests of our customers. 
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Efficient product quality assurance 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. endeavours to assure safety and quality of product for 

customers so that all procedures will comply with valid standards and regulations. Correct 

procedures for product quality are documented in our quality management system and apply to 

all locations where our products are manufactured, packaged and distributed by our company. 

Following appropriate procedures 

To be able to protect our customers, our company follows a number of instructions, policies in 

the area of quality and standards for appropriate procedures in all its business activities, 

manufacture and offices. The company carefully monitors and documents our work to 

guarantee the accuracy and completeness of our records. The company also monitors computer 

systems that support these regulated processes. 

By following these steps, it is ensured that each part of the process is traceable, explainable and 

prepared for inspections. The observance of these policies helps us comply with the regulatory 

requirements. But it is important that in this way we guarantee the required quality of our 

products and services and minimize any potential risks for customers. 

Our Company 
 

The following chapter describes the method in which (how) we protect our company, property 

and data in mutual communication and dealings with our partners and suppliers. 

 

Gifts or hospitality 

Similarly as any other company, our company occasionally provides or accepts gifts, hospitality 

and entertainment. In every case it needs to be assessed whether everything is adequate. It is 

necessary to consider whether a gift or hospitality could not be misunderstood or taken as a 

bribe. Before we offer or accept anything, we should make sure that the gift complies with our 

principles, is common in business relations and it is improbable that it could influence our 

decision or decision of anybody else. 

If a gift is connected with sale, is inadequate or could be understood as a bribe, such a gift or 

hospitality should not be offered or accepted.  

Employees of the company will never offer, promise or provide anything of value (gifts, money, 

goods or services) to a government official, employee of another company with which our 

company conducts business for the purpose of gaining or maintaining an inadequate advantage. 
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Following appropriate financial procedures 

The financial, accounting and supply inspections of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. are 

planned to ensure that we would not provide owners, legislators, administrative authorities and 

the public with inaccurate information on the financial situation of our company. 

Before purchasing goods or services, the applicable procedures as specified in our internal 

policy SM 015 NÁ Ordering and Purchasing of Goods and Services should be followed. 

Fair dealings with suppliers 

When conducting business activities, our company relies on our suppliers. The cooperation with 

the Purchasing Department and following the determined procedures help us ensure that 

preferred (verified) and reliable suppliers are used and required orders are made in advance. 

Careful records management 

The way in which the company protects records may affect the Company’s business, customers 

and good reputation. This means that the company must carefully protect personal data, update 

records and collect the information about the market and competitors in the right way. Data 

management at our company is governed by our policy SM 054 FI Personal Data Protection 

(implementation of EU General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR). 

Security of personal data 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. is obliged to protect personal data that the company collects 

and retains and to secure that the data (such as data on our customers, employee payroll data, 

etc.) will not be misused. 

All employees and external suppliers that have access to personal data must undergo relevant 

training and sign the GDPR statement. 

Relevant and current records and information 

Proper records management enables the company to protect the personal data and intellectual 

property, to satisfy the legal and financial requirements and restrictions and to avoid 

unnecessary expenses. Records and data, however, may not be retained for a longer period than 

as necessary for meeting legal and business requirements. 

Ethical collection of information about competitors 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. also does not harm or otherwise use the good reputation of 

competitors and does not try to collect information about business activities of competitors 

illegally. 

Any information received during tendering procedures are predominantly collected on the basis 

of the results of completed tendering procedures. In some cases it is possible to get the 

information about customers or technical aspects of solutions of individual competitors on the 

market in a regular manner. 
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Data integrity 

To maintain data integrity, our company ensures that information is accurately recorded and 

properly archived. In addition to observance of legal regulations and requirements for 

limitations on data collection, accurate information is also used to make important decisions on 

our products and services, customers and employees. 

Property protection 

The method of protection, whether against disposal, theft and use of company’s tangible or 

intangible assets or customer’s property, is an essential and principal task of the company. This 

area includes everyday use of technological systems and protection of our information and 

intellectual property. 

Professional use of technology 

All employees are responsible for using technological sources properly and professionally. Any 

illegal or improper actions endanger the security of the entire company and personal data. 

All of us create and maintain the Company’s good reputation 

The way in which the company communicates with the surrounding world and internally is of 

key importance for building trust. Any statements regarding our business interests must always 

be made in due time, must be exact and must comply with the values of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. Such statements must also comply with company’s principles, 

approval processes and all relevant laws. 

Proper use of social media 

Each individual has a right to express his/her opinion on his/her personal accounts on social 

media. When using social media, you need to be careful to avoid publishing something that 

could be treated as the “internal or sensitive information”. 

The policy of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. regarding confidential information also applies 

to personal accounts on social media. 

Relationship to the environment 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. including all employees behave in a manner that will not 

cause any environmental damage. The company has in place a system of environmental 

pollution prevention (according to ISO 14001, including policy SM 050 ŘJ Management of 

environmental aspects, risks and requirements of legal regulations and other EMS and OHSMS 

requirements). 

Employees and responsible persons are aware of the impacts of their behaviour on the 

environment. They sort and put waste into marked containers, prevent generation of all types 

of waste, prevent leakage of hazardous substances and their spread, follow the principles of 
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hygiene and occupational safety, use office supplies economically, print out only the required 

quantity, reduce the consumption of water and energy as much as possible, and dispose of waste 

in an eco-friendly way. 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. has in place the Emergency Action Plan (Emergency Water 

Management Plan). 

Criminal liability of the company – mandatory information and rules 

According to the Act on criminal liability of legal entities, ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

can be prosecuted for crimes of its employees and responsible persons. The company is 

criminally liable if a crime was committed by an employee only while performing work tasks, 

or by a responsible person in his/her interest, or as part of his/her activities, and such a crime 

can be attributed to him/her. This criminal liability applies only to activities related to 

performance/ fulfilment of employee’s job duties, does not apply to other activities of 

employees that are not directly connected with the performance of their work activities. 

A crime may be attributed to ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. if it was committed as a result 

of actions of a responsible person*. A crime may also be attributed to the company if it was 

committed by an employee: 

- based on a decision, approval or instruction of a responsible person, 

- or because a responsible person did not take such actions that should have been taken 

according to another legal regulation, or that might be rightly demanded from them, in 

particular did not conduct any mandatory or needed inspection of the activity of 

employees or other persons whom they are superior to, and/or did not take necessary 

actions to prevent or avoid consequences of a committed crime. 

In case of doubt about instructions or decisions of their superior, employees are entitled to 

assess the compliance of such a decision or instruction with legal regulations, the Code of Ethics 

or other internal policies of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. If there is suspicion that 

employees could commit a crime as a result of such acts, they are entitled to ask for giving such 

an instruction or decision in writing. 

Responsible persons and managerial workers are obliged to review and check the existence of 

suitable and efficient measures to avoid a risk that ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. could be 

held criminally liable. Employees and responsible persons must report the risk of potential 

criminal liability of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. to the person appointed for such purposes 

– the Chief Executive Officer. 

Responsible persons and managerial workers must inform their subordinates about the legal 

regulations regarding their activities and the risks that arise in connection with performance of 

their job. 

*A responsible person according to Section 8 (1) of the Act on criminal liability of legal entities and proceedings 

against them (Act No. 418/2011 Coll.) means: 
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1) a statutory body or member of the statutory body of the relevant company and/or other person in a managerial 

position at the company who is entitled to act on behalf of the company; 

2) a person in a managerial position at the company, performing managerial or controlling activity; 

3) a person with a decisive authority on management of the company, if his/her act 

 

was at least one of the conditions leading to a consequence establishing criminal 

 

liability of the company, or 

4) an employee or person in  similar position while fulfilling work tasks, even if he/she is not a person as mentioned 

in items 1) to 3). 

 

Our company conducts internal audits regularly. The company’s management puts emphasis 

on the processes of continuous improvement, corrective actions and preventive actions. 

Company Owner 
 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. acts in the interest for which it was established by its owner 

and regularly informs its owner on the strategy, current financial situation and achieved 

results. The company’s management applies the principles of honesty, responsibility and 

transparency. 

Colleagues 
 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. is proud that the company lives by the specified values and 

principles and adheres to all laws. The entire company makes every effort to maintain trust and 

respect of the organizations the company works with and the company in which it lives and 

operates. In this way the company protects the interests of our customers and our company as 

well.  

 

Acting in accordance with the principles by each individual 

Consistency and boldness result from responsibility of an individual. If each individual always 

endeavours to do the right thing, to act honestly, ethically and openly and to speak up if 

something seems to be wrong, he/she acts consistently and boldly. Each of us must always deny 

actions or activities as a result of which a crime could be committed, or legal regulations or 

internal policies could be breached. 

Active prevention of frauds, bribery and all forms of corruption 
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Bribery is illegal all over the world. Each of us should speak up, report suspicion of corruption, 

and we should openly speak together so that situations that allow fraud, bribery and corruption 

could be properly evaluated. 

Knowledge – prevention – reporting 

All employees should know what is expected from them and should prevent bribery and 

corruption by following the principles of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. and reporting any 

problems. 

Avoid all conflicts of interest 

All employees must carefully consider any situation that could be perceived as unjust.  

It is not acceptable to employ a new employee if he/she has a conflict of interest, or if 

unacceptable advantages arise to anybody of us or a third party. If a situation that could mean 

a potential or actual conflict of interest is obvious, you need to ask for advice and inform your 

supervisor about it, or relevant responsible worker. 

Assurance of quality of everything done by the company 

The commitment of quality assurance means taking responsibility for improvement of working, 

manufacturing, technological procedures, help to customers and retaining their trust. Quality 

assurance is the company’s priority, and our company is always prepared to learn from its 

mistakes and success. It is important to endeavour to do the right thing from the beginning and 

every time and try to be the best. 

Preparation for a crisis situation 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. prepares for various potential events in order to ensure that 

the company is able to weather any adverse conditions, including natural disasters. 

It is important for all of us to maintain our contacts up to date and to be sure that we are able to 

provide important information in a state of emergency in due time. 

Competitive activities in accordance with the laws on protection of competition 

ETD respects free and open competition. Wherever the company operates, it adheres to the laws 

on protection of competition and conducts competitive activities based on the benefits of its 

products and services. 

In the event that the company joins a public tender, the company always provides true 

information and submits its offer in compliance with the rules of the tendering procedure and 

behaves in accordance with the applicable laws. If any non-standard steps in a tendering 

procedure are established, the company will report this fact to the competent authorities, in 

particular any requests of the person acting on behalf of the contracting authority for granting 

an unfair advantage. 
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Healthy and safe workplace 

The company’s objective is to help people, including us, do more, feel better and live longer. It 

means that the company creates a healthy working environment. 

Occupational safety 

All workers of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. should feel safe at their workplaces. Any 

potential risks, certain behaviour or procedures that could cause damage to health or death need 

to be reported. All potential risks are listed in the OHS Risk Register, which is regularly 

reviewed and updated. 

Our colleagues 

All employees should always show respect to colleagues and the company around us. 

Everybody plays a certain role in creating a fair and pleasant working environment, which 

respects human rights, diversity and individuality and supports and inspires in achieving the set 

objectives. Such respect is also shown by protecting or caring of health of his/her colleagues 

(for example by smoking in the designated places only). 

Equal treatment of people 

When everybody lives by the company’s values and principles, treats others with respect and 

honestly and based on equality. This approach helps the company attract and maintain the best 

workers. The company also reflects diversity and character of the companies which the 

company operates in and people who the company works for. The company does not tolerate 

harassment, undesirable, unacceptable or offensive behaviour or discrimination of any kind. 

This also includes any form of sexual harassment. Any behaviour that has a negative impact on 

dignity at work is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  

The company does not tolerate bullying, both from superiors towards their subordinates, and 

vice versa – this also applies to subordinates in relation to their supervisors.  

The company also does not tolerate different requirements for observance of internal and legal 

regulations by ordinary and managerial workers – all employees must observe them. 

The company respects consistency and equality in remuneration according to valid internal 

payroll regulations, denies discrimination in remuneration based on gender, age, race, physical 

condition (disability) or achieved education. 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. does not promote/denies/does not permit illicit work, and 

does not employ children or juveniles. 

Equal educational opportunity 

The company supports its employees in further development – both personal and professional 

without exception. Each employee has an opportunity to increase his/her qualification, to 
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improve himself/herself and his/her capabilities, to develop his/her individuality and abilities. 

The company has determined a time frame and funds for these purposes, motivates employees 

and contributes to their personal and professional growth. 

Mutual trust 

Mutual trust is required for the entire company to work efficiently. This is only possible if all 

people will really endeavour to ensure that the ones who work together respect the values and 

principles. This concerns all employees - supervisors trust their subordinates, assign them clear 

and achievable tasks and support the feeling of responsibility in them. 

Fair workplace relationships 

The essential elements of a properly functioning and healthy working environment are fair 

workplace relationships. Defamation is not present in healthy relationships, the company does 

not tolerate any defamation regarding employees, customers or any other person who is 

connected or in contact with the company.  

Such behaviour is not acceptable, and can be treated as a crime according to the definition of 

defamation (Section 184 of Act No. 40/2009 Coll.)*. Each individual has a right to defend 

against defamation either in criminal proceedings (Act No. 40/2009 Coll.) or in administrative 

proceedings (Act No. 251/2016 Coll.), or in civil proceedings (Act No. 89/2012 Coll.). 

*Defamation (according to Section 184 of Act No. 40/2009 Coll.): 

(1) Whoever makes a false statement about another that could significantly threaten his/her reputation among 

fellow citizens, especially harm him/her in employment, disrupt his/her family relations or cause another serious 

detriment, shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to one year. 

(2) An offender shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to two years or to prohibition of activity, if he/she 

commits the act referred to in Subsection (1) in press, film, radio, television, publicly accessible computer network 

or in another similarly effective manner. 

Following recruitment procedures 

To protect its employees and itself, the company selects new employees to vacancies based on 

the required and obtained qualification and experience of the applicant. Before an applicant is 

offered a job, he/she has to pass a job interview. 

The company also provides new employees with complete and true information regarding the 

position, including all related rights and duties.  

Each new employee as well as the company are given an opportunity to decide during the 

probation period whether the their relations are satisfactory for both of them and whether all 

conditions and expectations have been met both by the company and the new employee. The 

standard probation period determined by law is three months. 
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Intellectual Property 
 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. respects and protects copyrights, licenses or information of 

others and protects other forms of intellectual property as well. The company also protects 

confidential information that is not available to the public and relates to its business activities 

and development. 

 

 

Our World 
 

All employees of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. are honest and transparent in everything they 

do and in the manner they do it, which enhances mutual cooperation and the way of how we 

are perceived by others around us. In this way all employees show that they are open to changes 

and discussion and want to improve their procedures in all activities they perform. 

All employees are also aware of their duties. The company takes care of its employees and its 

surroundings and more distant world, and respects human rights and a sustainable approach 

in everything that the company does. 

 

Commitment to respect human rights 

Company’s responsibility for respecting human rights includes the observance of all labour 

laws and ensuring that the company does not use any form of forced labour, and that all work 

is remunerated fairly. 

The company endeavours to cooperate with third parties that share the same commitment to 

respecting human rights and employment rights. 

Fulfilment of challenging goals related to sustainability 

If all people bear in mind sustainability when making everyday decisions and carrying out work 

procedures, we together can change a lot. If the company sets and endeavours to fulfil bold 

objectives – to reduce carbon emissions, consumption of water and quantity of waste and to use 

materials that decompose in the eco-friendly way, this will contribute to the protection of human 

health and the environment, both now and in the future. 

Getting suitable grants 
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The company supports and tries to use grants offered in our industry. All grants and subsidies 

which our company shares or gets are checked for compliance with our standards. Grants are 

chosen based on the actual company’s need for technical or economical development. 

Ethical work with government authorities 

The company cooperates with government and state authorities and is obliged to adhere to high 

standards and all applicable laws.  

Ban on political contributions 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. is an apolitical company which does not provide information 

or financial contributions/ funds to political parties/ movements, persons or organizations. The 

company operates and works without any relations to political parties. A transparent approach 

to dealings allows the company to focus on its main mission and objectives. 

Sanctions and export control laws 

In some cases the laws regarding sanctions and export control may restrict the company or 

prohibit trading with certain countries, governments, government officials, entities or persons. 

It is the duty of every person to get the information about the restrictions that apply to her/him 

or to the activities that he/she performs for ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. This enables the 

company to observe the rules of financial transactions and movement of our products, goods, 

materials, services, equipment, software and technology. 
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Get More 

Information 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employees 

All relevant information can be 

found in the company’s internal 

regulations and internal policies 

of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

Third parties 

Any needed information can be 

obtained via a contact person or at 

www.etd-bez.cz 

 

Do not be afraid to 
speak up 

“Ask questions, report suspicion, 

draw attention to problems. 

We will listen to you and support 

you. 

http://www.etd-bez.cz/
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Responsibility of an individual, common objective 

 

It is up to all of us to continuously maintain ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. so 

that we could be proud of it. 

 

Thank you for your help in applying our values and principles at every step and 

in any decision taken by you on behalf of ETD. 
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Glossary 
 

Term Definition 

supplier Suppliers are third parties that provide goods and services in 

exchange for agreed compensation (usually a service fee, goods) 

Code of Ethics The Code of Ethics applies to the employees and all persons who 

work for ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. or act on its behalf. It 

helps understand the values and principles that are to be followed 

at the company. It describes how all employees should behave in 

order to fulfil these values and principles. It also shows with the 

same importance how following these values and principles 

contributes to fulfilling the goal to help people do more, feel better 

and live longer.  

reporting of adverse incidents An adverse incident is any situation that relates to the 

development, design, tests and all processes during the 

manufacture of products or provision of services or business 

activities. 

values and principles of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

The company’s values and principles are part of company’s life. 

They are the essentials of everything done by the company. They 

help us achieve the objective – to become one of the most 

important, reputable and global companies in the power 

transformer industry. 

data integrity To maintain the data integrity, it is ensured that information is 

accurately recorded and properly archived, which is very 

important in view of the fact that a lot of our work depends on the 

collection of a certain number of data. 

responsibility (ETD principle) Responsibility is connected with taking responsibility and 

prioritizing work which supports the strategy and fulfilment of 

promises. 

boldness (ETD principle) Boldness means to set high objectives, to set a fast pace, to make 

decisions in difficult situations, and not to be afraid to speak up if 

there is potential to improve. 

retaliation Workplace retaliation occurs when someone takes negative steps 

against a colleague who exercised his/her right arising under the 

labour law, for example the right to speak up. ETD has introduced 

a zero tolerance approach to retaliation. 

speak up This means to take responsibility for concerns and problems 

which we have noticed by reporting them or notifying them to 

someone. This also includes showing appreciation to someone 

who did something good and sharing great ideas that are beneficial 

to all of us. 

customers first Customer orientation is based on the approach that it is always 

necessary to do the things that are good for customers, and to 

endeavour to achieve maximum quality. 

conflict of interest A conflict of interest occurs in a situation where an individual has 

competing interests or obligations. If someone thinks that he/she 

is or could be in such a situation, he/she needs to speak his/her 

superior. 

transparency Our value of transparency helps the company build mutual trust - 

to trust each other and to trust the company, and that all people act 

fairly and openly. 

third party A third party is an organization or person that is not a legal entity 

of ETD and/or company’s employee, and with which ETD has a 
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formal business relationship. Third parties also include, among 

others, suppliers and other partner companies. 

teamwork The objective of team work is to cooperate better on the set 

objectives, to understand how individual’s work contributes to 

company’s priorities in the area of innovations, performance and 

trust, and to promote diversity of thought and mutual inspiration. 

respect Respect means that we support colleagues and the company, 

accept diversity and individuality, so that all of us could achieve 

great things. 

development Development is a challenge for all people to bring new ideas and 

learn from others, to request and give feedback, so that the 

company could constantly grow, not only as a whole, but also as 

individuals, teams and organizations. 

consistency Consistency expresses how the company expects that the highest 

ethical standards will be adhered to by us and by others. 

defamation Defamation means an act that seriously harms the personality of 

the person who has been defamed as a consequence of spreading 

false data and information about this person, orally, in writing, in 

the press, on the internet, etc., and such acts can affect the privacy 

of the person who has been defamed, negatively affect his/her 

working and private life, harm his reputation or cause other 

damage. 
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Fundamental Principles of Anti-Corruption Practices 
 

Corruption and conflict of interest 
 

1) Corruption is not defined by the Czech legislation, but according to Act No. 40/2009 

Coll., the Criminal Code, as amended, corruption crimes can include in particular 

accepting bribes (Section 331), bribery (Section 332), indirect corruption (Section 333), 

machinations in insolvency proceedings (Section 226), breach of regulations on rules of 

economic competition (Section 248 (1) (e)), arranging advantage in commission of 

public contract, public contest and public auction (Section 256 (1) and (3)), 

machinations in commission of public contract and public contest (Section 257 (1) (b) 

and (c)), or machinations in public auction (Section 258 (1) (b) and (c)). The crimes 

which can have signs of corruption practices in certain special situations can also 

include, for example, the crimes of breach of duty in administration of property of 

another (Section 220 and Section 221) and abuse of information and status in business 

relations (Section 255). 

2) A conflict of interest is often mentioned in relation to corruption. In this context the 

term “interest” means personal (private) interests on the one hand, where a personal 

interest is an interest that brings a personal advantage to the subject of this interest or 

prevents a potential decrease in property or other benefit, and, on the other hand, 

interests that the subjects of these personal interests must promote or defend in their 

position or function. 

3) The fact that a potential conflict of interest exists automatically does not exclude a third 

party from relations with the company. However, if a conflict of corporate interest with 

private interest occurs, the subject of these interests may not prefer his/her personal 

interest to the interests that he/she is obliged to promote and defend. But at the same 

time it must be obvious from the situation that the third party did not get any advantage 

or benefit from their relationship with employees of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. 

Therefore the following procedures are usually determined for situations where a risk 

of a conflict of interest might exist: 

- To the maximum extent permitted by law, the affected employees must notify their 

superiors of any situation leading to an actual or alleged conflict of interest, 

- The superiors of the affected employees are then responsible for dealing with the actual 

or alleged conflict of interest, 

- A person that has a conflict of interest is not allowed to participate or otherwise engage 

in making decisions which the conflict of interest relates to, 

- The way of resolving a conflict of interest must be properly documented. 
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Objectives of anti-corruption efforts 
 

1) The objective of anti-corruption efforts is to ensure an environment in which corruption 

practices are denied and protection of property is emphasized. 

2) The system conditions for achieving the objective include the organizational clarity, 

suitably set liability relations, good internal and external communication and overall 

transparency of some processes. Furthermore, it is essential that all ETD employees 

would adhere to legal regulations and internal documents, know the importance of 

ethical principles of work performance and follow them. The management of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. then must promote practices denying corruption, emphasize 

the importance of protection of state property, and minimize damages that are incurred 

as a consequence of illegal practices of others. The management of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. must set an example of right conduct. 

3) In the area of employee education, it is necessary to introduce systematic training, 

focused on anti-corruption practices at a professional level, optimally guaranteed by an 

expert specialized in fighting corruption. For this purpose, it is necessary to train: 

- Employees of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. at the beginning of their employment 

(obligatory minimum), 

- Employees of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. employed in the positions that are more 

vulnerable to corruption (periodical training), 

- Managerial employees (to deepen their ability to timely identify signs of corruption 

practices or environment, and to adopt in their competence adequate measures to 

minimize them). 

4) The obligatory minimum means the explanation of the term “corruption”, types of 

corruption, potential areas where corruption occurs, sanctions for corruption, examples 

of corruption practices, and how employees should respond to corruption. In addition to 

general information, the periodical training must focus on practical instructions how to 

look for, assess, manage and monitor corruption risks at workplaces, on determining the 

efficient control and management mechanisms correctly, on possible corrective 

measures and importance of inspections of the implementation of these measures, etc. 

Control mechanisms 
 

1) It is important to regularly test the control and management mechanisms in the areas of 

a significant corruption risk in order to determine how efficient these mechanisms are 

for the identification and revealing corruption practices. 

2) The duties of all managerial employees must include the duty to keep a list of positions 

more vulnerable to corruption (i.e. important positions), lists of activities with a real 

corruption risk, and anti-corruption measures for their workplaces, including the duty 
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to update and amend these lists in the case of any implemented organizational, 

mobilizing and dislocation changes, at least once a year. 

Anti-corruption measures 
 

1) The specific objective in this area is to minimize losses caused by corruption practices 

and prevent that a similar corruption scenario will repeat. A thorough analysis of 

corruption causes is deemed essential for strengthening the preventive mechanisms that 

will reduce a risk of repeated occurrence of corruption. 

2) The aim of the measures must be guaranteeing to the employees of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. the right to file complaints, proposals, suggestions and 

other submissions regarding any acts that are inconsistent with legal regulations or 

internal standards, or reporting unethical conduct, or proposing measures for 

improvement. 

3) Corrective measures mean amendments to internal regulations, adoption of disciplinary 

measures, dealing with damages incurred, and providing information to employees of 

ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. on the steps that were taken in connection with 

confirmed anti-corruption but also unethical or illegal conduct (including determining 

who is responsible and compensation for damage). 

4) The management of ETD TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. declares that they are prepared to 

take corrective measures if a breach of these rules is discovered. 

5) The basic pillar of anti-corruption measures is that each manager or supervisor of ETD 

TRANSFORMÁTORY a.s. quantitatively and qualitatively evaluates the fulfilment of 

the duties arising under anti-corruption measures, effectiveness of their performance, 

implementation of corrective measures, or proposes the update of the Code of Ethics or 

anti-corruption measure. 


